Abstract-7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator can be mounted on underwater vehicles such as ROVs to achieve underwater operation. When the underwater vehicle is hovering in the sea, the target is in dynamic motion state compared to the vehicle position, which makes difficult for operators to accomplish dynamic operation task. Based on the underwater hydraulic manipulator structure characteristics, joint angle, joint angular velocity and total flow constraints are analyzed for manipulator trajectory generation. Cubic B-spline is applied to generate joint trajectories. To generate dynamic target trajectories, a method that can modify control points by calculating adjacent control points' intervals to fit the dynamic target is proposed. It can easily achieve synchronization and does not need to determine the total execution time before operation. Simulation experiments are performed to verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the technology development in marine, human marine activities such as marine scientific explorations and operations become more and more popular. However, people could not be competent to these marine activities directly because of the limitation of human beings. Underwater vehicles arise at this historic moment. As one of the most universal underwater working tools, underwater manipulator has been widely used in all kinds of underwater vehicles. However, the current common control mode of underwater manipulator is tele-operation, so that the working performance of underwater manipulator mainly depends on the capability of the operators. When the underwater vehicle is hovering under water, its motion is unstable. It is difficult for operators to accomplish a specific task by using underwater manipulator directly. Underwater vehicles that possess autonomous operation ability have become one research hotspot in the underwater vehicle technologies.
The European project 'PANDORA' [1] has been proposed to develop underwater vehicle to cope with deep water horizon oilfield disaster in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, one of PANDORA's key goals is to enhance underwater vehicles persistently autonomous ability. Shenyang Institute of Automation (SIA), CAS [2] , has developed a 7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator, which can be mounted on a ROV or HOV to complete underwater operations.
This paper mainly studies the underwater manipulator trajectory planning for dynamic target in real time. Considering continuous trajectory and dynamic target, cubic B-spline is applied to generate the smooth trajectory. B-spline has been applied in literatures [3] - [6] . In [3] , limited torque setting has been used, but the dynamics equations of the manipulator would cause heavy computational load. An indirect method [4] to get the same performance is to set an upper limit on the jerk, which is the time derivative of the acceleration. In [5] - [6] , the generated B-spline trajectories have fixed end-points, which cannot be applied in dynamic target trajectory generation. Cubic B-spline can easily obtain the smooth acceleration and the limited jerk, and is widely used in electric manipulator trajectory generation. The most obvious difference between underwater hydraulic manipulator and electric manipulator is the actuators. The hydraulic manipulator is driven by constant pressure variable displacement pump. Hydraulic manipulator can ignore the limit of output torque, but has to be considered the total flow constraints. In [7] - [8] , trajectories are generated in joint space with calculating minimum synchronization time. B-spline joint trajectories can easily achieve synchronization by using the same knot vector and the same number of control points. This paper focuses on the approximate minimum-time trajectory optimization under total flow constraints in joint space. A method to generate control points is designed by calculating the interval of the adjacent control points under the total flow constraints. The knot vector of B-spline trajectory is the execution time that varies with the terminal control point. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, joint trajectory velocities, accelerations and total flow constraints are proposed by analyzing the manipulator structure. Section III introduces B-spline definition and dynamic trajectory generations. Simulation experiments are performed to verify the efficacy of the proposed algorithm in Section IV and the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. STRUCTURE FEATURE ANALYSIS OF THE MANIPULATOR
The 7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator has six
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Manipulator in Joint Space revolute joints and a gripper. The fourth and sixth joints are driven by the hydraulic motors and the others are driven by the hydraulic cylinders. All hydraulic actuators are powered with hydraulic oil by the same hydraulic pump. The flow consumption of the gripper can be omitted. More details can be referred in [2] . Each linear hydraulic actuator is controlled by one servo valve as shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. Joint Angle Constraints
The first, second, third and fifth joints of 7-function underwater manipulator are driven by the linear hydraulic cylinders. The earrings of these linear hydraulic cylinders are hinged with adjacent manipulator links which can be driven to rotate around the joint central axes. Each linear hydraulic cylinder and its adjacent links construct a triangular mechanism as shown in Fig. 2 . I is the angle of the two adjacent links, a, b and c are the lengths of the triangular mechanism. This mechanism turns cylinder linear motion into joint rotation. 
Then the joint angle ranges can be determined by cylinder strokes. The rotation angles of the fourth and sixth joints motor are 180 degrees and 360 degrees, respectively. So all joint angle ranges can be confirmed. Each joint trajectory should not be exceeded the joint angle ranges during joint trajectory generations.
B. Joint Angular Velocity Constraints
The rated power of the constant pressure variable displacement pump that is used in 7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator is W horsepower. The constant output pressure of the pump is Mpa o P . All hydraulic oil leaks are ignored, and the maximum flow of pump is calculated as:
where K is the pump mechanical efficiency. Because the hydraulic cylinders of 7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator are asymmetric, the cylinder linear velocities are different when piston rods are extending and retracting under the same oil flow. It is necessary to investigate the relationship between linear velocities and joint angular velocities. The cylinders' inner diameter is D and the external diameter of piston rods is d. When there is only one linear actuator running, the maximum extending velocity can be expressed as,
The piston rod maximum retracting velocity can be calculated as,
The relationship between piston rod linear velocity and joint angular velocity can be yielded by calculating first order derivative of Eq.(1) 
The maximum joint angular velocity is only related to the extending length of piston rod. Fig.3 shows the relationship between maximum joint angular velocities and piston rod extending lengths. When a piston rod is closer to its limit position, the maximum joint angular velocity is larger. The larger joint angular velocities at the limit movement positions would cause movement impact. So the minimum of all the maximum joint angular velocity is chose as the cylinder maximum joint angular velocity, All maximum joint angular velocities are obtained when only one hydraulic actuator is driving at the pump maximum flow. Even though all joint angular velocities are less than their maximum, it cannot be ensured that the total consuming flow is below the pump maximum flow. So it is necessary to investigate the total flow constraints for all actuators.
C. Total Flow Constraint
The flow of a cylinder can be yielded by:
Q Av (9) where A is the piston area of high pressure oil chamber, v is linear velocity of piston rod. The simplified model of servo valve controlling asymmetric valve can be seen in Fig. 1 . From Eq. (6) and (7), it can be observed that the cylinder flow is not only related to the joint angular velocity, but related to the length of the cylinder piston rod. Fig. 4 depicts the relationship between the joint angle, the angular velocity and the flow. At an arbitrary joint angle, it can be found that a constant k satisfies the following equation,
where '+' delegates that piston rod is extending, '-' delegates the retracting state of the piston rod, and . According to Eq. (13), (14), the total flow constraint equation is expressed as, 6 6 , / max 1 1
III. DYNAMIC JOINT TRAJECTORY GENERATION
Underwater vehicle such as a ROV is frequently hovering under water when they are working on the submarine operations. Before underwater manipulator begins to grasp the operation target autonomously, ROV is remotely operated to swim to the target position and then kept positioning [10] - [11] by its computer controller. After that, the controller estimates and predicts the position and orientation of the target by vision sensors in real time. The target's position and orientation are dynamically moving in the vehicle's coordinate. B-spline curve has local modification property, so dynamic trajectory can be generated by modifying those control points which are close to the terminal control point that is the target position. 
A. Basic Conception of B-spline Curve
The B-spline base functions are defined recursively by the De Boor formula [14] as follows:
So the B-spline base functions are generated by knot vector.
The k th derivative of B-spline curve can be calculated by the following formulation , 0
with new control points
and new knot vector 0 2 , , , ,
. So B-spline velocity function and acceleration function are expressed as, 
B. Dynamic Trajectory Generation in Joint Space
In order to achieve all joints synchronized movement, the same knot vector and the same number of control points are used to generate B-spline trajectories in joint space. For the sake of good kinematical characteristics, the initial angular velocities, angular accelerations and the terminal angular velocities, angular accelerations are equal to zero. So all B-spline trajectories have an open uniform knot vector T whose knot value interval equals one, and multiplicities of the initial and terminal control points are equal to three: It is certain that joint angular velocities would never overpass joint angular velocity constraints on the premise of satisfying the total flow constraints. So there is no need to discuss the influence of 'θ on the joint angular velocities. Fig. 6 (a) shows 7-function underwater manipulator, designed by Shenyang Institute of Automation, CAS. Standard D-H method is used to establish the manipulator links frame as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Assume that the position and orientation of a target can be obtained in real time and used to solve the joint angles by the combination of Euler method and geometric method [16] . Simulation platform is established by Robotics Toolbox [17] in Matlab. In base frame, the target is moving related to the manipulator and the motion trajectory is expressed as, Fig. 7(a) shows that the manipulator joint trajectories are quite smooth. Fig. 7 (b) demonstrates that the joint angular velocities are continuous and both the initial and terminal joint angular velocities are 0. In Fig. 7 (c), it shows that joint angular accelerations are continuous and both the initial and terminal joint angular accelerations are 0. There are obvious acceleration and deceleration process at the trajectories terminal parts. To ensure terminal joint angular velocity and acceleration equal zero, so manipulator has to decelerate when manipulator is about to grasp the target. Fig. 7(d) demonstrates the end-effector trajectory of the manipulator in Cartesian space. Therefore, the dynamic trajectories in joint space can be generated to capture the moving target in Cartesian space.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

V. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzes 7-function underwater hydraulic manipulator structure characteristics and proposes joint angles, joint angular velocities and total flow constraints of trajectory generation. The cubic B-spline is used to generate the dynamic trajectory in joint space for a dynamic target in real time, which is different from the fixed end-point trajectory generation in other literatures. This paper provides a method to generate the interval of the adjacent control points to modify the control points to fit the dynamic target. B-spline trajectory of the initial and terminal control points with three multiplicities has better kinetic characteristic. Because of lack of vision sensors, the target position and orientation cannot be obtained in real time. So Matlab simulation has been performed to prove the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
